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Aluminium radiators

Energy efficiency and style combined.
Aluminium radiators, whilst popular in Europe, have been long overlooked in the Australian
hydronic heating market. With their clean minimal lines providing a contemporary design
not only are Aluminium radiators stunningly stylish but due to the thermal properties of
Aluminium they are also highly energy efficient and environmentally friendly.
Standard hydronic radiator panels are traditionally manufactured from steel, however,
years of research and development by European manufacturers into utilising the thermal
properties of Aluminium has seen a trend in Europe away from steel in favour of Aluminium.
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Aluminium Radiators
Features of aluminium radiators
Aluminium is a very efficient material allowing heat to disperse
quickly allowing aluminium radiators to be accurately controlled,
further the very nature of Aluminium thermal properties means
the radiators have a higher heat output and lower water content
compared to standard steel panel radiators. Aluminium heats
up and cools down quickly resulting in faster response times to
temperature demands in comparison to standard steel panel
radiators giving maximum performance for the minimum cost.
Aluminium is non corrosive and there is the ability to recycle at the
end of their lives. In fact some of the radiators sold by H2O Heating
are made themselves from partially recycled Aluminium!

Further still Italian Aluminium radiator manufacturers have been
developing a range of designer Aluminium radiators which not only
have the benefits of Aluminium’s thermal properties but provide
the wow factor to a room’s interior.

Aluminium radiators, with their clean minimal lines, provide a
contemporary design blending well into any homes interior decor,
available in powder coated white as standard, horizontal or vertical
in a wide range of sizes and outputs; end panels are available to
complete the minimalist look.

The Designer Look
To keep up with current demands in home decor the Vip & Oscar,
long established favourites, are now available in 4 special powder
coated finishes of textured light grey (as per the main image);
textured black gold (see image below); polished silver (as per the
Vip top right image on the front) and textured matt black.
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